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£5000 guarantee.
The most common method of forcing a door lock

open is to snap the lock. It takes only 9 seconds, no
skill and is very quiet. Ultion resists lock snapping.

The £5000 Ultion security guarantee is your 
lock snapping peace of mind.



Made with
Molybdenum.
25% denser than iron.
What makes an Ultion 3 Star PLUS lock so
incredibly tough is the molybdenum core that
forms its independent central cylinder shield. 

25% denser than iron, this metal is not only
extremely ductile and resistant to corrosion, 
but has one of the highest melting points of 
all pure elements.
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Introducing 
LockDown Mode™
Inside the Ultion 3 Star PLUS door lock is an
additional hidden lock, another layer of
protection against intruders. Encased in a core
made with molybdenum, LockDown Mode™ is
triggered when Ultion detects a snapping attack.

With LockDown Mode™ active, Ultion blocks the
intruder from entry whilst allowing you and 
your family to disengage the lock normally 
from inside.
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New easy glide
key design.

The easy glide key design takes
the fiddle out of security.

Uniquely coded.
Uniquely yours.
The keys for every Ultion lock are
engraved with your own encrypted
identification code.

The UK’s thickest key.
The key for both the Ultion 1 Star PLUS and 3 Star

PLUSare made stronger, thicker and more
resistant to snapping or bending.
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Ultion 
Key Control

Thick dimple key

Non-handed 
design

Ultion KeyTag 
compatible

EasyGlide
key design

Bump protection

Drill protection

Picking 
protection

£5000 
security guarantee

Snap protection

Molybdenum 
core

LockDown mode

Ultion Key control
for added security.
Ultion key control prevent Ultion keys from
being copied without the homeowners
permission.

Once an Ultion lock is registered, any keys
ordered with its unique code will trigger an
approval email for authorisation before they
go into production.

* When used with Ultion 2 Star handle

* 
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